President Jordan announced late today that Vice-President George Bush will be this year's Commencement speaker. The long-awaited decision came after three solid hours of discussion behind closed doors with members of the Senior Class Committee in Ransom Hall late last night.

"There was some disagreement between myself and the Committee," admitted Jordan while holding an ice-pack to his left eye, "but I am confident we made the right choice." He continued, "Kenyon is fortunate to be able to attract a speaker of such high caliber as Mr. Bush." Jordan added, "We made the decision because we felt it was in the best interest of the Kenyon community."

Senior Class President Chris Schwarz was pleased with the decision also. "We just wanted a celebrity, that's all—someone who would impress our parents, trustees, faculty, and alumni."

Other members of the Committee were not so happy. "We tried for a good two hours to convince Phil that someone like Bob Newhart, Bill Cosby, or Richard Dreyfus would be a much better choice," said one Committee member. "Some of us were concerned that a politician like Bush would turn his Commencement address into a campaign pitch and attempt to politically indoctrinate the graduating class." "I wanted Ed Spodick," interjected another Committee member.

One was even in favor of Joe from the Village Market. "He may not be a celebrity to the rest of the world, but at least he is well known by all in the community."

Bush has graciously sent the Collegian a copy of the address he will give May 18. An excerpt:

"A lot of you feel terribly cheated and that a liberal arts education is a pile of shit. You feel you've been conned into wasting four years of precious time. I don't find your bitterness entirely misplaced. After all, you are at the ridiculous age of twenty-one, with virtually no real skills except as conversationalists. Let me remark, in passing, what fantastic conversationalists you are. Most of you have mastered enough superficial information and tricks of the trade to hold conversations with virtually anyone about anything. This is one of the reasons you're such big hits at your parents' parties. Being a good conversationalist is really what a liberal arts education is all about."

---

Student Council shoots the breeze

By Rik Kleinfeldt

On Sunday April 27th, 1986 The Student Council met in the Biology Building in room 210 on Kenyon College campus in Gambier, Ohio, U.S.A.

After attendance was taken, indicating that a quorum was not present, Todd Perret, with a mouth full of popcorn, made a motion to change the quorum to 25%. The matter was discussed at length and President Jim Weiss entertained a motion from the floor to move to a vote.

Per usual voting procedure, each person rapped up their own ballot and passed it to math major Tony Zisberger, who left the room to count in private. The results were 20 in favor, 15 opposed. This is rather odd considering the fact that only 20 Council members were present. Then Weiss exclaimed, "Wait a minute. We can't vote; we don't have a quorum."

The President gave no report since he was still hung over from Summer Send-Off. During the Vice-President's Report, Ken Lewis exclaimed, "I don't care if no one else liked the Red Hot Chili Peppers. I thought they were FANTASTIC! I loved their new wave, disco, rock and roll type sound." Chris Martens added, "Let's invite them back for next year!"

Letters of intent were read and laughed at while the Secretary gave her report. The floor was opened for discussion and all hell broke loose. Treasurer Kent Karosen threatened that if the room didn't come to order he would confiscate all of Council's funds and go on a long vacation. Everyone cheered.

There were about ten committee reports, but I can't remember exactly what they were. No one really cares anyway.

The issues of vandalism, apathy and indecision were brought up as old business. As for new business one council member raised the question, "Why is Dean Atkins really leaving?" Open form included a discussion of Council's lack of organization and direction.

Conclusions were drawn and nothing was definitely decided.

The meeting was adjourned in record time. Council's next meeting might be at 6:30 next Sunday. And again it might not be. All members of the community are invited to attend, but why bother?

Something bad happened sometime

A group of about 2-15 people did some damage to something near here probably last weekend, we think. The administration released no details, but Dean Atkins did describe the incident as "really, really, mean-spirited and bad." Dean Reading elaborated: "Yeah."

The Dean of Students, Thomas Edwards, was reached for comment only after he was assured that no tape recorder would be used during the interview. Edwards explained that "it is, of course, our policy to discuss such bad things. Rest assured that we will do something to those people who were involved, and it, too, will be really bad." Asked what options were being considered, Edwards suggested such actions as additional charges to the students accounts and even making them leave for a while. However, Edwards continued, "we don't feel that it's necessary to reveal who was involved. We certainly wouldn't want to damage the reputations of students who, we feel, really become productive members of the Kenyon community if they are punished. I mean, you're all good boys and girls underneath, and we don't feel that this is really anything that matters to you or affects any of you. No, sir. Kenyon is really such a nice place, and I think it's better if we all think of that way."

Specific details of what happened were also not revealed, but the flag isn't at half-mast, so nobody died. Student comments on the incident were mixed. One sophomore thought that "the use of an X-Acto knife was totally unwarranted for such a thing," while another rumors has it that it was part of someone's hell week. As a junior put it, "well, my roommate said that this guy told him in the market that this kid in his class thought that they didn't know that the jar was full of nystro, but I really don't know what's going on."
Quotes of the year

"Maybe we should call Security 'parking control' instead." — Peter Luther '87

"Why is it that Student Council's major activities this semester have been creating ad hoc committees and taking pot-shots at the Collegian?" — Paul Singer '88

"I would like to suggest that Student Council worry about the accuracy of the reports at its meetings and, as News Editor second semester, will take care of the accuracy of all news stories." — Laurie Cole '89

"Why are we here? To have a good time, make some friends, and be irresponsible for four years?" — John T. Lysaker '88

"I personally do not consider the mutilation of a cow to be either 'amusing' or 'innocent.' It is nothing other than sick." — Jennifer Russell

"Of all the half-assed, non-sensical arguments against Women's Studies . . . I respond unto you, editors of the Weekly Whatnot: if your editorial of February 20 is an indication of your deeply-rooted and carefully considered thoughts about your educational experience here in Hades Park, then do yourself and your claim to a favor and get the bell out. And take the gatekeepers with you." — David Barron '88

"This instructor spent fifty minutes lecturing about the plight of the poor in America, creating a feeling of guilt among his students. He did very little teaching during the period, but instead he attempted to indoctrinate students with his socialist ideals." — Peter Stauber '86

"Being only human, professors are bound to have biases, just as students do. Any freshman who comes to college desiring only to have his/her beliefs reinforced is not looking for an education, only a gold star of approval for their own presuppositions." — Bob Breck '86

"It seems to me that before we start slipping hencloak into our professors' coffee or continue slinging poison arrows through the press, we would do well to step back and consider the charges brought against Socrates by his fellow Athenians." — Garth Van't Hat '88

"As to the accusations that the Collegian is an administrative puppet, they are totally laughable; after all, who has the time to organize a puppet show about a third rate college newspaper that has had more editors this year than readers?" — Phil Pfalzgraf & David Burgess '88

"I mention expenses because at a time when seniors are being heavily fined, something has to give. In this case I think security will win and perhaps the College will lose." — Herky Pollock '86
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A new Officer #14

To the Editor:

I am writing to you to express my interest to the community about the new job that I hear is opening up at Kenyon. I understand that the departure of Officer #14 will leave an irreplaceable void in your crack team of security agents. But I feel that I can step into his prodigious shoes and rip off students just as effectively as he did.

After all, if I can manage to widdle an entire nation, writing a few thousand parking tickets should be a piece of cake. And besides, Imelda needs some new Bean boots.

Your friend,
Ferdinand Marcos

Bugges and Pfalzgraf offer services

To the Editor:

Our letter last week about Meryem Ersoz's comments on our paper, the all-new Gambier (formerly Monthly) Journal, made us realize that we really don't need to go to all the trouble of putting out our own paper after all. Instead, we will simply be writing to the Collegian every week, until we have taken on and thrashed into the dust everything in this place that ticks us off.

For starters, this week we're really annoyed that nobody's taking us seriously anymore. It is blantly obvious to all who observe the facts (which is, after all, what we're all here for) that the administration is accepting funds and support from hostile foreign governments in an attempt to make us feel guilty about our God-given male WASP superiority. Only those who, unlike us, continue to be really negative about things as they are should refuse to take action. Of course, the powers-that-be on this campus deny everything, which only makes us wonder more what they're really hiding.

Oh, yeah, and speaking of coverups, how about the Collegian? What a wimp paper! Everything they print is direct from John Traumani's desk, we bet. We have proof, too. Really.

Go, this is fun. And speaking of feminists, what about all those radical lesbians on campus? The same ones who didn't want Bush to speak at graduation and organize illegal marches for peace and wear funny clothes and don't wash their hair and stuff? Huh?

We'll be back next week with more in depth discussion of important issues, to just bias bias bias like you get from some profs. Don't try and stop us, either; we still have your light table.

Yours in Truth,
David Bugges
Phil Pfalzgraf (sic)

Cow talk 'silly'

To the Editor:

I think all this talk about the cow mutilation is just plain silly. How can we spend our time arguing about an animal hoof when there are far more pressing matters to discuss and determine every day. Like which of my 30 pairs of shoes I'm wearing tomorrow, Teeehee.

Yours moo-ly,
James D. Polk

The Leather Chain

Specializing in discounted punk garb
Buy one spiked dog-collar, get a second one free!

This week only.

Located behind the Post Office in Gambier.
Monday-Saturday 11am-5pm SPECIAL HOURS FRIDAY 11-4 SUNDAY 1-5
Peeps announce decision to step into the seventies

By J. Rotten

In a startling announcement that has shaken the Kenyon community at its very foundations, the Peeps' O'Kenyon called a press conference to tell about a change. Their spokespeople, who identified themselves as Steve 'Boom Boom' Fineboob, Ford 'Boogey' Bailey, and Warren 'Tightpants' Teitz, announced that the Peeps are going to evolve into the 1970's. "We didn't want to give up their "stuck in the 60's" image and move forward too much," said "Boom Boom.' "I don't think we could take that drastic a step."

No longer will the South Quad hear Hendrix, Dylan, Doors, or CSN emanating from the Peeps. Now their listening tastes will be the Bee Gees and The Village People as well as various other disco bands.
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Peeps offer final exam tips

By The Peeps

As we all know, exam time is just around the corner. In the interests of widespread sanity, we are offering some handy studying and exam-taking hints to make your final exam experience more rewarding.

(1) Don't study over a long period of time. "Knowledge Leak," as study experts call it, is a well-established phenomenon. Your best bet is to figure out how long it will take you to study, find out when your exam is, and then work backwards. This way, when going into an exam, the information is at maximum freshness.

(2) When reading, remember: comprehension doesn't count. The material will all sort itself out once it's in your head. If you encounter a problem with this try sleeping with the text under your pillow. This is known as the "omnibus technique."

(3) When studying for any written exam question, just remember to start with a generalized phrase like: "Throughout human history . . . ." "Since the beginning of time, people have wondered about . . . ." "In the beginning was the word."

(4) Always play loud music or study in a nearby TV lounge. The brain is a "knowledge stomach" and as we all know, a spoonful of sugar helps the medicine go down.

(5) Don't bother to take notes in class. Writing interferes with the memory process. Besides, most people's notes are so garbled they're not very useful anyway.

(6) Wear a funny hat while studying. It is not only cheerful, but helps the brain maintain operating temperature through stifling chemistry and philosophy readings.

(7) Don't, by all means, study more than one thing at a time. Students who pull multifaceted all-nighters often end up writing essays about French existentialism on their English exams, much to the confusion and consternation of their professors.

(8) If you are one of the many students who takes drugs while studying, good for you. You're on the right path of modern study techniques. However, remember to take the same drugs you studied with on the exam day. This will be the key to get access to your information.

(9) Answer the questions in order whether you know them or not. Skipping around can lead to blank answers and is one of the cardinal sins of test taking.

(10) Remember that on multiple choice exams, the dots on the answer sheet always follow curvy little patterns. If you don't know an answer try to place the dot where you think it belongs.

(11) On true/false tests, if part of the answer is true probably the whole thing is. Also beware of deceptively easy questions. It's more than likely that the prof is trying to trip you up a little bit, so take your time.

(12) On essays, try starting your answer with an amusing riddle or ethnic joke. This serves to "prime the pump," so to speak, to put the grader in a positive mental state so he'll be easier on you. Stapling a $50 bill to your exam works also but it is not advised on computer-graded exams.

(13) Remember: God didn't create the world in six days - He procrastinated for five and pulled an all-nighter.

Psi-Ewes milk sweet victory from Cows in Livestock Bowl

By Bob Bovine

The Psi-Ewes intramural football squad squared past Delta Cow Delta in last week's Livestock Bowl. The Ewes showed their superior pigskin handling abilities as they shut out the Cows 3-0.

The Ewes scored an early field goal in the first quarter to get the game's only points on the board. The game played two tough defenses against each other. When asked to comment on his team's loss, tight end Don Gest replied, "No. I thought we could come back in the second half, but when Besie, our kicker, left his foot in the Norton men's bathroom when he took a leak at halftime, I knew it was all as good as over."

After the game, Ewe captain and all-around stud Dentist Snag hoisted the Livestock Bowl trophy and bellowed, "We're the real ha-a-r-rd and it paid off. They thought they could confuse our defense by mixing plays, but no one pulls the wool over our eyes, no sir." The Ewes are pleased with their coup and hope they can pull off another Livestock Bowl victory next year.

Martens requests anatomy lesson

To the Editor: Do you think the Collegian could get a bio professor or an art guy or someone to draw a picture of the cow and maybe diagram exactly what parts were really cut off. My mom called and asked if they got any of the udder. You know, I couldn't even give my mother an answer. I'm supposed to call her back Thurs-
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Frat boys support obnoxious noise

To the Kenyon Community: As finals week is approaching and students seem to be burdened by large quantities of nerve-racking work, we ask that fellow students and the community as a whole be aware of this fact and add to this burden. So, follow our lead and please, make as much noise as possible.

Thank you, The Fraternity Divisions

WCKO Alternative Listening
The Sound of Hounds 69.1

"Hi Mom! They love me here; they really do."
WELCOME TO KENYON!!

-- MYSELF AM HELL

INTER HERE!
Polk changes Watson Proposal; plans to study the production of Coors beer

By Beth You're-smooti

James Polk, a senior Drama major, has decided to change his Watson Fellowship proposal. Instead of studying African Dance in Nigeria, Polk will examine the complicated and strict procedures that govern the brewing, aging, and packaging of Coors beer.

"This new proposal makes much more sense to me," said Polk in an exclusive up-close and personal Collegian interview. "I wasn't that excited to go all the way to Nigeria just to see a bunch of natives hop around and sing silly songs. This way, I can remain closer to home and really begin to find out why Coors beer tastes so great. I have always loved the brewery-fresh flavor of Coors. I can remember drinking it as a kid and I still insist on having cases of it at all cast parties."

When asked about the real reason he decided to change his proposal, Polk exclaimed, "It was the excitement of working in a large brewery and wearing a funny hat that really appealed to me. I like the smell of beer; it's as simple as that."

The Watson Foundation was so excited about Polk's new proposal that they decided to increase his grant from $10,000 to $30,000. "That's a whopping sum," remarked Polk enthusiastically, "I'll take it."

If all goes well, Adolph Coors Company will offer Polk his very own beer-brewing kit and $3,000 spending money for a new collection of shoes.

Kenyon College: A Tradition of Excellence and Pretty Fall Colors

Directed by Really Expensive People; starring Phil Jordan, with you, me, and everybody; 1986; 121 min.

Sure to be up for loss of awards next year will be this gem, a fantastic depiction of a utopian community which makes "Walden Two" look like downtown Detroit. The plot is sketchy, centering on the beneficent, constantly happy ruler of the community. Although a note of drama is added by the constant need for money to support this happy place, the seemingly self-conscious style indicates that the community members made the film of themselves, and thus have cash to burn.

The production is lush and colorful, almost to the point of irony. The living quarters of the residents, for example, are huge, attractive, and clean. But the overall impression is of a utopia which really is a possibility, given enough support: a hopeful message for us all. Spud says, gross, it looks so neat that I wish I were there myself. In the meantime, Spud says, go see this film. —Spud Spudman

Chili Peppers 'a sight to behold'

I was, however, confused as to whether their agile movement was actually part of their act or whether it was simply their attempt to avoid the various projectiles being launched toward them from the crowd. Furthermore, their mere appearance on stage was truly a sight to behold. In fact, I would even go so far as to say that the Chili Peppers gave new meaning to the word hairstyle.

But one must keep in mind that the true hallmark of any great band is their "sound," and theirs has been ringing in my head since the moment they stopped playing.

All in all, it was a . . . an interesting show. My only regret is that more people could not have stayed and suffered through. I mean enjoyed, the Chili Peppers as much as I did. They were the Peppers. Now I'm a Pepper. Wouldn't you like to be a Pepper too?
Perplexing

New lottery procedure outlined
By Shirley Jackson

Faced with a housing crunch, the Student Affairs Center has announced that the lottery system will be changed next year.

"We've tried everything else," laments Assistant Dean for Student Residences Robert Reading. According to Reading, Mrs. Jordan adamantly refused to house students in Cromwell Cottage, the Kenyon Inn is too expensive, and the administration decided that Weaver Cottage was just too nice for students. Mobile homes on the soccer field were_unfeasible because of a Gambier building code. Athletic Director Jeff Vennell also objected to this plan because he said it would interfere with the new sprinkling system, not to mention the gardens.

Reading admits that tents on Peirce Lawn were unfeasible because of a Gambier building code. According to Reading, Mrs. Jordan has announced that the lottery has been changed. In the new system, two years to prepare them.
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Olin Library converted to parking garage

In an unprecedented display of backbone, President Jordan announced his decision to convert the new Olin Library into a parking garage. The building will be re-named the Olin Parking Garage.
The decision followed pressure from enraged students who demanded increased parking space near classes and study areas. "We're getting lazy," says one senior, "and it's time we did something about it."

Tom Davidson, Director of Security and Safety agrees that the parking garage idea is a good one. "Officer 14 is getting writer's cramp," Davidson says, "and anyway, a parking garage will be a much cheaper way to finance my summer trip to Bermuda. Instead of fining people outrageously, we can just charge them outright for use of the facility."

Security plans to erect a ticket booth at the entrance of the Olin Parking Garage. Parking costs will be assessed on an hourly basis which has not yet been determined. "We'll see how this summer's trip goes before we set rates," says Davidson.

Almanac
continued from Perplexing page

"From now on, every two years, we'll be abs. to enlighten all these poor, stupid fools who have let themselves be blinded by the liberal indoctrinators on this campus. The first issue will be a great graduation present for this years' sophomore class. Maybe they could look into bronzing a copy and presenting il as the Senior Gift."

After hearing about Pfalzgraf and Burgess' plans, Mark Moon, disgruntled, ex-editor of the now-defunct Gambier Journal, only commented, "Ha! Do those jerks really think they can succeed? If I couldn't do it, no one can."

WANTED

$10,000 reward for any information leading to the conviction of the following:

Name: Jerry Irish
Occupation: Leftist Indoctrinator
Crime: Instigation of Women's Studies & Feminism in an attempt to destroy the natural order. Indoctrination of numerous students. Suspected political torturer.
Present Location: Ransom Hall

Name: Joan Straumanis
Occupation: Colonel in the Women's Revolutionary Army
Crime: The instigation of feminist ideals into an institution founded upon the American principles of life, liberty, and justice for some. Current Status: considered armed and dangerous.

Name: George McCarthy
Alias: "Mac"
Occupation: Professional Marxist
Crime: Attempting to bring about the Socialist State by instilling feelings of guilt about the poor. Suspected Communist spy.
Present Location: the state of Disarray

Name: Richard Jacobs
Alias: "Jake"
Occupation: former Political Science Prof. (aged hippie)
Escaped from Kenyon: May, 1985
Present Location: lost in the Midwest

Report all leads to Ms. Elizabeth Lilla (Commentary magazine).

Harcourt Parish Rummage Sale!!!

Lots of goodies both new and used featuring these sizzling hot items at our special low, low prices:
Renaissance Man and Woman
3,674 copies of Reed Browning's best-seller "The Duke of Newcastle"
Luxurious college vans
ARA recipe book
back issues of The Gambier Journal
the issue of The Gambier Monthly
Plus, check out our extensive line of vacuum cleaners from McBride, Caples, and the New Apartments.
COME 'N' BROWSE!
WELCOME TO KENYON!!

—MYSELF AM HELL

ABANDON HOPE ALL YE THAT ENTER HERE!
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MYSELF AM HELL

ABANDON HOPE, ALL YE THAT ENTER HERE!